Different Types of End Effectors

- Robotic, Manipulator & Below-the-Hook Grippers
  01 Electric Grippers
  02 Pneumatic Grippers
  03 Suction Cups
  04 Magnetic Grippers
  05 Mechanical Grippers

Robotic Process Tools
- Robotic Welding
- Painting

Robotic Sensors
Some applications also connect sensors to robots, converting them into programmable sensor-orientation devices. Robotic inspection and other applications use these to minimize inspection engineers’ hands-on time they would otherwise spend gathering data.

Applications for End Effectors
- Pick & Place
- Machine Tending
- Packaging & Palletizing Processes
- Assembly Tasks
- Quality Testing & Inspection
- Surface Finishing

For additional information about our services and products and to get started on your next custom end effector design, contact us today.
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